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Available for most point source trims

SPECIFYING    Wood trims are offered as a “D” ordering code within the Trim Finish or Trim Bezel columns 
depending on the fixture.  Please note, because the trims are machined, we can only work with Hardwoods.  
All wood trims are set for a flangeless (ordering code Z) installation.  Flanged wood trims are offered as a 
custom order, but this application is rare since most projects desire the ceiling plane to blend with fixture trim.  

The “Panel Mount” (PM) mounting option will also need to be selected in the “Mounting” column.  Dimension-
al details are provided on the cut sheet drawings and will be further defined in the submittal drawings and 
installation instructions.  

PROCURING   Because wood grains vary from batch to batch, we 
require wood from the ceiling stock to be sent to our factory.  Do not send 
any soft woods or stock with knots or cracks.  They will not mill correctly.  
We will not accept any endangered species – it is simply not the right thing 
to do.  The stock needs to be cut to our defined dimensions for each trim 
on the project.  This guarantees the wood will have the best match possi-
ble to the rest of the ceiling.  Once we receive the stock, Specialty will mill 
the wood to make a trim which inserts into the fixtures. 

FINISHING        We will send the trim to the job site unfinished.  This will allow the contractor to finish the 
wood with the same stain and varnish as the rest of the ceiling. 

Offerings – Wood trims are offered on the following Specialty Products:

Welcome to the 
Specialty Lighting Wood Trim Guide  
 
This document will explain a step-by-
step process of how to order and  
procure wood trims for Specialty  
fixtures offering this finish option. 

One of the most elegant and luxurious 
ceiling applications is with solid wood.  
This ceiling type is most often found 
in high end residences, hospitality and 
commercial office lobbies.  Specialty 
has developed the equipment and 
process to allow our downlight trims 
to be seamlessly integrated into these 
applications.   

Here is How it Works

Core 4” Round and 
Square Downlights – 
Fixed and Adjustable
in all aperture options

Core 4” Round and 
Square Wall Washers – 

Fixed and Adjustable

Core 4” Rectangular and 
Multi-Cell multiple down-
lights and wall washers

Scope Original 2.5” 
Round deep regress, 
semi recessed and

shallow regress apertures

Scope Original 2.5” Square 
deep regress


